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holm determinant is in the system of linear integral equations (4) ^1=^1+ fKufPi + fK 12 (p2, ^2 = <P2 + fK2l<Pl + flC22<P2,  in which the kernels /c i2 , and /c 2 2 are expressed in terms of the 3n functions a%{x), fii (x) , and ji(x) as follows:
K 12 = 2 n Mz)pi(y), K22 = ^i7i(x)Pi(y). If we substitute these values and multiply the second of the two equations by &•(#) and integrate with respect to x, we replace the above system by a system of the type (3) in which (pj = J*l3j(x)<p2(x)dx. The value of the function <p 2 can then be determined from the second of the equations (4). Since the Fredholm determinant of a system (3) is a bordered determinant, the Fredholm determinant of a system of the type of (4) would also be.
Obviously, these results can be extended by introducing the general range in place of the range I: a ^ x ^b and general classes of functions instead of continuous functions, and a general linear operator in place of integration in accordance with the postulates of Moore's general theory. IN a previous paper* attention was called to the property coherence, so named, of systems (O; 8), where O is an abstract class of elements q and S(gig 2 ) a distance function defined for every pair qiq% of elements of O. In the present paper it is shown that certain of the most notable of the systems of E. H. Moore's Introduction to General Analysis! which were devised without reference to coherence, or indeed without [June, reference to any property of the range of the independent variable, must nevertheless be coherent.
Consider a system (^ ; A), i.e., an abstract class ^ of elements p with a development A*, and the relation K PlP%m \ to which the development A gives rise. Two sequences {pin} {P2n} are said to be connected in case for every integer m there is an integer n m such that n^n m implies K PlnP2nm . An element p is said to be a limit of a sequence {p n }, in notation L n p n = p, in case for every m there is an n m such that n^.n m implies K PnPm .t A system ($; A), or a system ($; K), is coherent if it is true that whenever two sequences {pin} {p2n} are connected and p is a limit of the sequence {pin} then p is also a limit of the sequence {p2 W }.
We wish to consider the systems (31; $; A; 9ft) § where the class 9ft has the properties D1AK2 or the properties iAjK2.ll THEOREM.
The system ($; A) of a system (51; $; A; 9K), wA#r£ 2A0 cZass 9ft Aas 2A0 properties D1AK2 or the properties LAK2, is a coherent system.^ Since {pi n } and {p 2n } are connected there is a sequence {^A} of the development A such that L n m n = 00 and such that for n ^.rto the elements p\ n and p2n each belong to the class ty™Jn. Since p is a limit of the sequence {pin} there is a sequence {^J^» 7 »}, of the development A, such that L n m n = 00 and such that for n sufficiently large p and pin each belong to ^W**.
We must show that p is a limit of the sequence {p2n}. Suppose this is not true. Then there is an integer m' such that for every n 0 there is an n > n 0 such that p and p2n are not in the relation K PP2nm '. Thus by permitting n 0 to assume the values 1, 2, 3, . . . , k, . . . and choosing each time the smallest n available we secure a sequence {n^} such that for no h is the relation K PP2nk m' holding. There is then a sequence {p2n k }, a subsequence of {p2n}, such that for no m exceeding * Cf. I. G. A., § 75. 11. G. A., § 77. In case 9JÏ has either the property L or the property Di the function d m has the property K2$l^. Consider a function <p which has the property i£ 2 2)?. There is a fx of 9JÎ such that for every positive number e there is an m e such that K PlP2me implies | <p Pl -<p Ps | ^ e | /x Pl |. Since {pi n } and {p 2n } are connected it follows that for every e there is an n e such that n^rie implies | <p Pln -<p P2n \^e\ fx Pu |. Since the sequence {pin} has p for a limit and jit has the property Kzflfl, the sequence {VPIJ °f values is bounded. Thus for every 0 there is an n e such that I <p Pln CONSIDER a function of the form (1) F {fix)} = Af'ix) + aix)fix) + Hx)Afix) + <,(*)ƒ(*), where aix), bix), and c(«) are analytic functions of x, also Af(«) = /O + 1) -ƒ(*)» and fix) = id/dx)fix). We will say that ©Ms)} is the adjoint of F {fix)} if G{gix)} = 0 is the condition that 
